Pull & Tear Gummed Paper Tape Dispenser

This manual gummed paper tape dispenser is the most affordable of the range, and works with all our gummed paper tapes (including both gummed-side in and gummed-side out), up to a maximum width of 80mm.

The dispenser works by moistening tape over a roller as it is pulled forward, then cutting the moistened tape as it is pulled against a blade. See below for full instructions and images.

1. Place the roll of Gummed Paper Tape onto the dispenser. Thread the tape under the first white roller making sure the gummed side is facing down.

2. Pull the tape from under the white roller, over the top of the second and thread straight through/under the metal strip to reach the blade. See below.

3. Remove the black padded roller and fill the water holder just over half way with hot water. Do not over fill the container. Place the roller back into the dispenser and turn to moisten.

4. Pull the desired amount of tape from the dispenser ensuring that contact is made by the moistened roller. Cut the tape by using the blade. After use, discard the water and clean the container.